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Abstract – In this paper an analysis on functional requirements 

to application protocol for mobile telemetry is presented. The 
protocol is used for communication between mobile agents and a 
central control unit. It relies on Internet protocol connectivity 
and is access network independent. Along with the domain 
specific functionality, security issues are discussed such as 
authentication, ciphering and integrity check at application level. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The mobile telemetry uses mobile data for remote 
information measurement and reporting. Special mobile 
agents containing modules for data transfer and positioning 
combined with sensors can be used to implement a wide 
variety of outdoor and indoor applications. Some example 
applications of mobile telemetry include traffic monitoring, 
resource distribution, medicine, home security, energy 
monitoring etc. Care needs to be taken when assessing 
requirements to monitoring data and data costs. Furthermore, 
possible external attacks have to be taken into account, 
especially when mobile agents use internet for data 
transmission. 

Security aspects of mobile telemetry are subject of 
intensive research. The proposed security mechanisms include 
authorization through digital certificates in virtual private 
networks [1], security policy assigning new identification 
numbers [2], location privacy and pseudo-direct 
communication, which can be incorporated into the 
distributed authentication protocol [3], authentication and 
privacy by using public keys to certify the identity of parties 
[4] and other. Different aspects of telemetry functions and 
their implementation in mobile agents are discussed in [5], [6] 
and [7]. 

The proposed solutions are applicable to mobile hosts like 
personal computers having relatively high computational 
power and onboard energy supply. Smart solutions require 
reduction of energy budget and autonomous operation with 
battery powered.  

In this paper, we study the requirements to application layer 
protocol that can be used for mobile telemetry. The protocol is 
based on Internet protocol (IP) connectivity that may be 
obtained by means of any cellular or wireless network. The 
protocol has to be access-independent so that the data 
transfers may take place over Global System for Mobile 
Communications   (GSM),   General    Packet   Radio  Service 
(GPRS),    Wideband     Code     Division     Multiple   Access  
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(WCDMA), Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution 
(EDGE), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), WiMAX 
and cdma2000 networks. The application layer protocol 
follows the pattern of requests going from client to server, and 
responses sent back from server to client.  

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, services 
that have to be provided by mobile telemetry application 
protocol are investigated. The security issues at application 
level are discussed in Section III. Section IV describes a 
mathematical model for evaluation of protocol efficiency. 
Before concluding the paper some remarks on future work ate 
outlined. 

II. COMMON PROTOCOL REQUIREMENTS  

The main requirements to application layer mobile 
telemetry protocol include access independency which calls 
for IP connectivity, operation with low energy consumption, 
and secure data transfer. 

A mobile telemetry system consists of a central control unit 
that handles information gathering from multiple mobile 
sources and a set of mobile agents capable of domain data 
monitoring and measurement reporting.  

The control unit plays an important role in registration of 
mobile agents. It is responsible for configuration of the 
operation modes of mobile agents regarding measurements 
and reports transmission. The control unit has to store all 
mobile agent and operation-related data of the telemetry 
system. The main data stored in the control unit include 
identities of the mobile agents, registration information and 
parameters related to the monitoring and reporting modes. It 
also stores a secret key for each mobile agent used to generate 
dynamic security data for each mobile agent. In addition to 
functions related to security, the control unit needs to store the 
measurement database or to provide interfaces to a 
measurement data repository if standalone solution is chosen. 

The mobile agent is an embedded device equipped with 
sensor(s), positioning module, data transmission module and 
power supply module. The main requirement to mobile agent 
is to operate using as low energy as possible which calls for 
usage of energy efficient transmission methods [8]. 

Being an application layer protocol, the mobile telemetry 
protocol makes use of transport-layer protocols such as User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP) or Transmission Communication 
Protocol (TCP) in order to send and receive messages. UDP as 
a transport does not offer a reliable message-delivery service. 
Therefore, the mobile telemetry protocol, when forwarding a 
message to the UDP layer for transmission, has to expect that 
the message may not reach the destination. In order to cope 
with this limitation when using UDP, the mobile telemetry 
protocol must implement, as part of itself logic that guarantees 
the reliable delivery of messages. This logic basically utilizes 
retransmissions of messages upon expiry of timers in order to 
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increase the probability of successful message delivery. The 
mechanism that may be used in order to implement this 
reliability at application layer is like the transaction concept 
defined for Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). 

SIP possesses all required functionality for registration and 
management of sessions but it is not as suitable as one for 
mobile telemetry proposes. The main reasons are: the SIP 
session is a complex process, including many messages 
exchange; SIP messages are text-based which means 
considerable number of bytes; implementation of SIP 
compression in the mobile is undesirable because of the 
limited power budget. In order to decrease communication 
overhead, the mobile telemetry protocol must be binary. 

Registration is performed after the mobile agent is switched 
on. The aim is to bind the IP address that is currently used by 
the mobile agent and mobile agent identity. Prior to 
registration which allows the mobile agent to operate in the 
telemetry system e.g. to perform measurements and send 
reports, the mobile agent must obtain IP connectivity. The 
registration contains two phases: first, the control unit 
challenges the mobile agent and then the mobile agent 
responds to the challenge and completes the registration as 
shown in Fig.1. In case of successful authentication, a new 
temporary identity is assigned to the mobile agent to avoid 
exposure of the unique mobile identity during transmission. 

 

 
If the registration fails, for example, due to unsuccessful 

authorization, the control unit rejects the mobile agent’s 
registration. It is the mobile agent’s responsibility to keep its 
registration active by refreshing it periodically. If the mobile 
agent does not refresh its registration, then the control unit 
will silently remove the registration when the registration 
timer expires. The time for active registration may depend on 
the application domain. If the mobile agent is switched off, it 
performs de-registration setting the registration timer to zero. 
Sometimes the control unit needs to deregister the user, e.g. 
for administrative reasons. In this case, the control unit sends 
notification request to the mobile agent indicating that mobile 
agent has been deregistered as shown in Fig.2. If the mobile 
agent is unable to recognize the notification request it reports 
an error condition. Authentication procedure is directly 
coupled to registration and configuration of operation modes.  

 
The mobile agent may be configured to operate in different 

operation modes. Periodic monitoring and reporting require 

the mobile agent to make measurements and send reports at 
given rates. The measurement periods for the domain-related 
sensor function, the periods of gathering positioning data, and 
the periods for sending reports via the communication 
network may differ. This requires the mobile agent to possess 
functions for local data storage and processing. The frequency 
of reports is application dependent. The control unit requests 
for periodic reports after successful authentication as shown in 
Fig.3. The parameters of the request to start periodic reporting 
include the following: current time, needed for 
synchronization with the mobile agent, mobile agent 
temporary ID, dialogue ID, period of report transmissions, 
period of domain measurements, period of location 
measurements, accuracy of domain measurements, and 
accuracy of location measurements. 

 

Control unit Mobile agent 

authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

authentication_res(ID, response) 

start_periodic_report_req()  

start_periodic_report_res() 

Fig.3 Initiation of periodic reports  
In case of intensive reporting e.g. every minute, no mobile 

agent authentication may be required with each report but the 
first. The signaling flow for periodic reports is shown in Fig.4.  

Mobile agent Control unit 

register_req(ID, time)  

  
At any time the control unit may request for modification 

of the periodic reports. Any modifications of the reporting 
should take place after successful authorization. It is the 
responsibility of the control unit to stop the periodic reports 
which is also bound by authentication as shown in Fig.5.  

 

 
Triggered reporting operation mode requires monitoring 

for certain criteria and submitting reports on their occurrence. 
The control unit starts the triggered reports by setting the 
reporting criteria. The parameters of the start trigger reporting 
request include current time, new temporary ID of the mobile 
agent, dialogue ID, trigger type (location or data values), 
location data (longitude, latitude, radius), threshold values of 
the measured data. The control unit may modify the trigger 
criteria after successful authentication as shown in Fig.6.  

Mobile agent Control unit 

Fig.5 End of periodic reporting  

authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

authentication_res(ID, response) 

stop_periodic_report_req()  

stop_periodic_report_res() 

Mobile agent Control unit authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

periodic_report_req(data, temporary ID)authentication_res(ID, response) 

register_res(new temporary ID, time) 
periodic_report_res(new temporary ID)

Fig.1 Registration flow between mobile telemetry entities Fig.4 Periodic reports delivery 

Mobile agent Control unit 

notify_req(temporary ID) 

notify_res(temporary ID)  

Fig.2 Control unit initiated de-registration of a mobile agent  
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When the criteria for triggered reporting are met, the 

mobile agent sends reports as shown in Fig.7. 
 

  
The termination of the triggered reporting is initiated by 

the control unit and it is also bound by authentication. 
The third mode of operation is reports upon request. The 

control unit induced reporting requires mobile agent to 
perform measurements and to send reports on demand as to 
Fig.8. The mobile agent response in Fig.8 just acknowledges 
that the request is accepted. Fig.9 shows the signaling flow for 
reporting the measurement data upon requests. 

 

 
 

  
Any errors concerning problems in configuration or 

modifications of the operation modes are reported. In case of 
error, the mobile agent indicates the error type. The possible 
error types include: unsuccessful request for start/ 
modification/stop of periodic reports, unsuccessful request for 
start/modification/stop of triggered reports, unsuccessful 
request for report on demand. Receiving report the control 
unit also may response by indicating an error. Possible 
reasons for request rejection may be format error, invalid 
identification, invalid parameter values etc. Fig.10 shows an 
error case when the mobile agent responses to a start request 
for periodic reports caused by wrong message code. Fig.11 

shows the signaling flow when the control unit indicates that 
the triggered report fails. 

 

 
 
 

 

III. REQUIREMENTS TO SECURITY  

The access security is responsibility of the network that 
provides IP connectivity. In addition to access security, the 
security mechanisms at upper layers are mandatory.  

The basic tool used for protection of IP network traffic is 
the IP Security (IPSec) protocol suite. It provides 
confidentiality and integrity of communication in the IP layer. 
Communicating parties can also authenticate each other using 
IPsec [9]. The critical issue is key management: how to 
generate, exchange and distribute the various keys needed in 
algorithms that are used to provide confidentiality and 
integrity protection. This security mechanism is unsuitable for 
low class embedded mobile devices. 

At application layer, the security mechanisms for mobile 
telemetry need to include the following: 

 mutual authentication; 
 integrity check; 
 temporary identifications; 
 optional ciphering. 

The authentication is required on registration, configuration 
and modification of operation modes. The aim of 
authentication is twofold: the control unit needs to 
authenticate the mobile agent and the mobile agent needs to 
verify if the control unit is authorized to request 
authentication. The authentication procedure relies on shared 
secret stored in the mobile agent and in the control unit. Each 
time an authentication is required the control unit computes an 
authentication token and sends it in the authentication request 
together with the challenge. The mobile agent uses the 
authentication token to check the authority of the request. If 
the authentication token does not coincide with the mobile 
agent’s expectation the authentication request is rejected. If 
the control unit is authorized to request authentication the 
mobile agent computes its response using the challenge and 
the shared secret. 

Mobile agent Control unit 

triggered_report_req(data, temporary ID)

error(invalid ID) 

Fig.11 Rejection of triggered report 

Mobile agent Control unit 

Fig.10 Rejection of request to start periodic reports  

authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

authentication_res(ID, response)

start_periodic_report_req()  

error(unknown message) 

Mobile agent Control unit 

report_req(data, temporary ID) 

report_res(new temporary ID) 

Fig.9 Delivering report on request 

Mobile agent Control unit 

triggered_report_req(data, temporary ID)

triggered_report_rsp(new temporary ID) 

Fig.7 Triggered reporting  

Mobile agent Control unit 

Fig.8 Measurement on demand 

authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

authentication_res(ID, response) 

measurement_report_req()  

measurement_report_res() 

Control unit Mobile agent 

authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

authentication_res(ID, response) 

modify_triggered_report_req() 

modify_triggered_report_res() 

Fig.6 Modification of trigger criteria 
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V. CONCLUSION The integrity check has to be mandatory for all requests and 
responses. Messages are checked to ensure they have been 
received intact.  In this paper we study the requirements to application level 

mobile telemetry protocol. We argue that the protocol needs 
to be based on IP connectivity to provide access independency 
and define the basic protocol functions. In order to be 
transport independent, the main protocol requirement is to 
provide a mechanism for reliable message delivery. The 
requirements to security functions include mutual 
authentication, integrity check to protect against any 
manipulation, and confidentiality. Our future work will be 
focused on different schemes for message re-transmission in 
order to decrease the protocol latency considering message 
processing time. At the protocol design phase, we will 
evaluate the protocol overhead.  

The ciphering is optional. The control unit may decide to 
activate the ciphering mode as shown in Fig.12. The control 
unit also decides when to stop ciphering. 

 
 

Control unit Mobile agent 

authentication_req(ID, challenge) 

authentication_res (ID, response) 

start_ciphering_req()  

start_cihering_res() 

Fig.12 Activation of ciphering mode 
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